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A mass of water suddenly released from a vertical tube can take on the shape of a fluted champagne
glass as it falls downward, as seen in Fig. 1. The acceleration of the fluid is opposed by shear
FIG. 1. A high-resolution photograph reveals a thin film of water trailing behind a large mass of water
released from a downward-facing tube. The main water mass is below the frame. The film has detached from
the tube and collapsed inward (bottom quarter of image). The structure is reminiscent of a champagne flute,
with the water column forming the stem and the retracting film forming the bowl. The rim is decorated with
satellite droplets from the retreating film border.
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FIG. 2. A mass of water suddenly released from a polycarbonate tube with a 50-mm diameter results in the
formation of an upside-down water bell. The bulk of the water mass begins to exit the tube after release at t = 0
ms. The trailing free surface exhibits a concave shape shortly after the bulk of the water mass has exited the tube
(180 ms). As the mass continues to fall, a thin tubular film connects the water mass to the tube exit (205–255 ms).
The thin film contracts radially inward (230–280 ms), collapsing on itself, forming a liquid column (≈305 ms).
At approximately 280 ms, the film ruptures at the edge of the tube, leading to full detachment of the film from
the tube near 305 ms.
stresses near the wall (no-slip), resulting in a flow moving faster along the center and slower near
the wall. As a result, a thin tubular film connects the falling water mass to the tube exit from above
(Fig. 2, t = 180−255 ms). The film lengthens and thins as the water mass descends away from the
tube exit. Surface tension and a pressure differential from internal airflow cause the tubular film to
collapse radially inward, similar to a collapsing splash crown seen in a water entry event [1]. The
collapse zips the film into a narrow water column downstream as seen in Fig. 2 at t = 305 and
330 ms.
Just prior to the formation of the narrow water column, the top of the tubular bubble thins enough
to rupture and detach from the tube at t = 280 ms. The film completely detaches by t = 305 ms
and an upside down “water bell” [2,3] forms, a structure reminiscent of a champagne flute. After
detachment, the champagne-flute shape does not preserve its shape during free fall. Rather, the film
continues to collapse and drain into the water column as indicated by the lengthening of the column,
retraction of the film bowl, and the fixed height of the top of the column with respect to the tube.
A photograph of a repeated event is shown in Fig. 1, just at the moment when the champagne-flute
shape appears. The accumulation of water at the retreating film border decorates the rim of the glass
with satellite droplets, resembling a champagne splash from a joyful clink.
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